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ABSTRACT

The image reconstructionproblem,also knownas the inverse Radontransform,forx-raycomputedtomography (CT) is found
in numerousapplicationsin medicine andindustry. The most commonalgorithm used in these cases is filtered
backprojection(FBP), which, while a simpleprocedure,is time-consumingfor large images on any type of computational
engine. Specially.designed,dedicatedparallelprocessorsarecommonlyusedin medicalCT scanners,whose resultsare then
passedto a graphicsworkstationforrenderingandanalysis. However,a fastdirectFBPalgorithmcan be implementedon
moderntexture-mappinghardwarein currenthigh-endworkstationplatforms. This is done by casting the FBP algorithm as
an image warpingoperationwith summing. Texture-mappinghardware,such as that on the Silicon GraphicsReahty
Engin¢_ (TM), shows around600 times speedupof backprojectionover a CPU-basedimplementation(a 100 Mhz R4400 in
ourcase). This techniquehas the furtheradvantagesof flexibility andrapid programming.In addition, the same hardwarecan
be used for bothimage reconstructionandfor volumetricrendering.Ourtechniquecanalso be used to accelerate iterative
reconstructionalgorithms. The hardwarearchitecturealso allows morecomplex operationsthanstraight-raybackprojectionif
they arerequired,includingfan-beam,cone-beam,and curvedray paths, with little orno speedpenalties.

1. INTRODUCTION

The image reconslructionproblemcommon to medicaland industrialcomputedtomography(CT) is similar to the three-
dimensionalrenderingproblem. _cause of this fact, modem graphicshardwareforperformingfast volume renderingis also
well suitedfor CT dataprocessing. Ourinterestin three-dimensional(3D) industrialCT 1, and the graphicalrendering of the
resultantvolumes, has led us to collaborateon a fast solution to these relatedproblems.

In CT,radiation (usuallyx-ray) penetratesan object andis attenuatedby the internalstructure. The transmiued/atmnuated
beam is detectedafter passing throughthe object(orhuman body) and digitallycapturedonto a computer. By rotatingaround
theobject, a seriesof two-dimensional (2D) projectionsof the 3D volume arcproduced. A schematic of this operation for a
divergent radiationpattern,or cone beam, fromthe x-ray sourcepoint S to the detectorplane is shown in Figure 1. Motion
of the sourceanddetectorplane aboutthe objectis typically doneon a circulartrajectory. At one angularposition, the
discretedata points measuredon the detectorplane arecollectively called a projection.All projectionsarethen processedto
reconstructthe 3D volume from its projections. This process is called tomographicreconstruction,and can be accomplished
with a varietyof methods.2-'5 Once a volume is reconstructed,it canbe visualized using volumerenderingtechniques.6-8

Traditionally,these two operations,reconstructionandrendering,have been consideredseparateindependentalgorithms. It can
be shown, however, thatthey have thesame mathematicaland algorithmic form. In addition, sinceefficient algorithms for

, volume renderinghave beendemonstratedusinghardwaretexturemappingand summingbuffers, this same hardwarecanbe
used forCT reconstruction.That is, the filteredbac_jection algorithmforCT reconstructioncanbe reformulated into an
algorithm thatuses texturemappingin combinationwith an accumulation or summingbuffer.

J
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Figure 1. Cone-beam eor,_putedtomography orientation andgeometry. X-rays aregenerated by source S, penetrate the object
andare detectedby a2D radiographic imagerat the detectorplane. The source and detector move along a circular trajectory.

There are three levels of complexity that we will identify in tomographic reconstruction; they are, in order of least to most
complex, parallel-beam, fan-beam, and cone-heam problems. The latter is inherently a 3D problem, as is shown in Figure 1,
and is analogous toperspective volume rendering where S is the viewing point. In all eases described here, we will assume a
circular trajectory of S. The fan-beam problem is the 2D ease of cone-beam, where the divergent beam is restricted to the x-y
plane. Physically, the x-rays are collimated to lie in the plane of a 1D detector array (z=0), and that plane is aligned
perpendicularto the rotational axis. A 3D volume is generated by acquiring multiple2D planes independently.

The parallel-beam ease can be thought of as identical to the fan-beam or cone-beam problems with S moved away from the
origin to infinity. The mathematics is simplified and the reconstruction problem is also formulated in 2D. However, because
the lines of mdiau'onare parallel in all planes, the physical detection problem can be done in 3D without acquiring
independent planes. The graphics analog to the parallel-beamproblem, then, is orthographic volume rendering. Note that
there is no graphical analog to the multi-plane fan-beam ease.

For fan- and cone-beam problems, tomographers oftendistinguish between straight or curved detectorplanes (with equi-spaced
or equi-angulardetector elements).9 In the interest of simplicity, we will not make this distinction here. Our focus will be
on straight (for fan-beam) or planar (for cone-beam) detectors. However, the mathematics and implementation for curved
detectors wouldbe similar.

We will develop the mathematical bases for the reconstruction and rendering operations and show how texture-mapping
hardware can solve them both with significant improvements in speed (up to three orders of magnitude). We will also show
how the volume rendering operation, as described in [7] and implementedin current workstation hardware, is ageneralized
form of the forward CT problem known as the Radon transform. This is an important result for CT systems designers
becausethe same hardwarecan be used for different steps in the processing chain. Special-purposehardwired Imckprojectors
are no longer needed to accelerate the reconstruction, which is usuallythe slowest step. Results will be given for an example
parallel-beam reconstruction problem.

2. PARALLEL-BEAM FORMULAS

The 3D cone-beam reconstructionandperspectiverenderingproblems shown in Figure1 are the most complex cases of
volumeprocessing. We will begin insteadwith a discussionof the simplerparallelor orthographiccases first, followed by



thecone-beam problemin the next section. The mathematicswill be given without proof,but fora more rigorous
developments,see [2] or [3].

3.1 2D RadonTransform

Considera 2D object functionof f'miteextent,fix,y), thatrepresentsthe x-ray attenuationcoefficientat each spatialposition
as shownin Figure2. Thenthe 2D Radon transformof that functionis def'medas follows:

#

oo oo

g(s,O)= _ _f(x,y) _(xcosO+ysinO--s)dr.dy (1)
m00=.00

wheres and 0 define a line in the plane as shown in Figure 2, and 8 is the Dirac delta function. The value of each position in
Radon space is the integral of the values along the associated line in the spatial domain; i.e., it is a line integral. Equation
(1) and Figure 2 show the Radon transform in its parallel-beam form. After some initial processing of input data, CT
scanners produce discrete values of an object's Radon transform. The CT reconstruction problem, then, is to f'mdthe inverse
of the Radon transform; that is, given many measurements of gO for many projected lines around the object, fred an estimate
of the original cross-section function8) in this slice.

Before we solve the inverse problem,let us firstsee how to discretizetheRadon transformand implementit on computer.
The approximatediscreteRadontransformis

M

g(si,Oj) =A1 _,f(x(lm),y(lm)) (2)
mfl

where I is the line defined by the argumentto the delta functionin (1) and Al is the sampling increment along thatline.
Interpolationof some kind will be necessarybecause the line will not generally cross pixels evenly. The (x,y) pixel location
for the summationis parameterizedby the line function. Notice, however, that the basic operationis very simple--summing
points along a line---while the large numbersof points and the computationof each individualpoint locationcan be the time-
consuming aspect of this formula.
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Figure 2. Parallel-beam CT geometry that is represented by the 2I) Radon transform.



3.2 2D Parallel-beamReconstruction

By far themost common methods forCT image reconstruction,whetherforparallel-beam,fan-beam,or cone-beam
applications,arebased on a filtered backprojection(FBP) algorithm.2 This techniqueis attractivebecause it is based on an
analytic formulation, it is noniterative, itprovides some control overnoise reduction, and it has a similar implementation to
the forwardproblem. The analytic FBP inversion formula can be writtenin two partsas follows:

t,(s,o) = e(s,o)*h(s) [Filter] (3)
st

f(x,y) = _p(xcosO+ysinO,O)dO [Backlxojection] (4)
0

where * is the convolution operator. The filter, h(s), is a one-dimensional toted filter that can be rapidly implemented using
fast Fourier transforms (FFT's) and can have various pass-bandcharacteristics. We will not study filter implementations in
this paper. Instead, we will focus on the backprojection operation, which is the most demanding part of the algof,hm.

Like the Radon transform implementation, adiscrete backpmjection operator can be written as

N
ff

f(xi,Yj) = _ _,p(sn,On) (5)
n=l

whereN is the number of projectionsand we are assuming uniformly-spaced projectionsover 180degrees. The Sn termis an

interpolated version of (&,OSOn+yj,inOn). This is similar to the Radon transform formula in that it is a simple summation,
and interpolation is a key component of this algorithm also.

3.3 Orthographic Volume Rendering

The discrete form of the Radon transform (2) can be generalized to handleall single scattering volume rendering techniques.6,7
This is done by multiplying the summand by a weighting term, Cm,

M

v(si,Oj) ,, At ,_, cm f(x(lm),y(lm)). (6)
m=-I

Here s represents a pixel in a scan line and 0 the viewing position about the volume, f, while v is the volume rendered image
fora fixed z. Computing this for each scan line produces the entire rendered image. The variations between different volume
rendering algorithms focuses on determining the weighting values and choosing an efficient mechanism for computing (6). A
simple weighting scheme is to make Cmbe proportional to lm or lm2. This technique is widely used in computer graphics
and is more commonly known as depth queueing. It has been used for volumerendering. I-.;owever,most volume renderers
use a more complicated data-dependent weighting scheme, the most common of which is defined by the over operator
described in [10] and used in volume rendering by [11]. In this rinse,Cmdepends on previous c's, so most volume rendering
algorithms perform this calculation iteratively front to back, or vice versa, computing Cmimplicitly as the value of v get
summed. By locking at volume rendering as a generalized Radcta transform, we keep the mathematical form of both the
forwardand inverseRadon transform the same, implying that tl_;same basic hardware primitives can be used to solve either
problemwith equalease.

3. DIVERGENT-BEAM FORMULAS

Before describing how one mightcreate the above algorithms it is important to describe three other types of formulas. The
first is 2D fan-beam reconstruction. The second is the 3D cone-l_an reconstruction, which is a generalization of the fan
beam. This is particularly interesting because it is isomorphic to the third formula---the perspective form of volume
waxlefing.



4.1 2D Fan-beamReconstruction

The 2D fan-beamtransform,we will call gfls,fl), is only differentfrom theparallel-beamcase in the directionof thex-ray
paths. Indeed, thereis a directgeometrical mappingbetweenthe paralleland fan-beamformulas;i.e., each line-integralof a

' fanbeamcorrespondsto an equivalent line-integralin the parallelbeamat some angle. A filteredbackprojectionalgorithm
can thenbe derived using the appropriategeometryandJacobian. It generallylooks like the following:

, pfls,fl) = [w(s) gfls,fl)l * h(s) [Filter] (7)

where t is a geometric parameterdefining the line, and r is the distance to the source along the centralray for point (x,y) in
tim object. The r weighting is an inverse projective distance-squarednommlization term and will be explained later. The
disemtiz_ fan-beamreconstructionformulais analogous then to the lmmllel-beam case, with approlxiate weightings and
geometry.

4.2 X-rayTransform

The more interesting problem for both volume rendering andreconstruction occurs if the sensor or detector arrayis a two--
dimensional plane as in Figure 1. For volume rendering, this is a more natural approachsince the output of any volume
renderer is necessarilya two-dimensional array of pixels. For reconstruction, it meansthat datacan be gathered ata much
higher rate and geometric magnification can be used to obtain higher spatial resolution.

The cone-beam forward equation is often called the x-ray transform12and is written as follows:

A(s,t)

gd_,t,#) = _ f(x(l),y(l),z(l)) dl (9)

where S is the source point, A(s,t) is a point in the detector plane (see Figure 1), and I is the incremental distance along the
line from S to A. Here again we are dealing with line-integrals through the volume and assuming circular source trajectories.
Note that the x-ray wansform is not a 3D Radon transform, which involves planar integrals and is not discussed here.

4.3 Cone-beamReconstruction

The last ten years hasseen a wealth of research on the cone-beam problem and reconstruction methods. For a single circular
trajectory,as we have stated the problem above, there is insufficient information to correctly reconstruct the entire volume
(except for the central z=0-plane, which is the only planecompletelycharacterized). Therefore,severalmethods have been
developed thatproduce approximate results, such asFeldkamp's4 and Grangeat's5. Both of these are analytic methods that
have backpmjection elements. We will develop our algorithms for Feldkamp's method because it is the simpler of the two
and it matches more closely the rendering problem. However, because Grangeat's is more accurate for larger cone angles, it
will be of interest to implement it in the future.

The Feldkamp cone-beam reconstruction can be thought of as an extension of fan-beam filtered backprojection into 3D:

pc(s,t,fl) = [w(s,t) gc(s,t,fl)] * h(s,t) [Filter] (10)
21t
IB__

,(x,yd) = I('-_)Pc(S,t,fl)dfl. [Backt:a'ojection] (11)
e'-'"|

As with the fan beam, the projectionsare first weighted andfiltered; this time with 2D weightings and f'dters. After
, convolution, the filtered projection data are used tocalculate the three-dimensional volume data in Cartesian coordinates by

anotherweighted backprojection. The weighting factor is determined by inspecting the relationship of the three-dimensional
voxel grid (x,yz) to the coordinate system of an individual projection. This coordinate system is composed of the s and t
indexes of the normalizedprojection data set and theperpendicular coordinate, r,which represents the direction from the source



to the detectorarray. These three form a projectivecoordinate system in that rays emanating from the source to the detector
areconsidered to be at a constant (s,t) position.

Finally, the discrete bac_jection formula can be written as follows:
|

2_r N
f(xi,Yj,Zk)) _ _ _,pc(sn,tn,_Sn). (12)n=l

4,4Perspective Volume Renderin2

The x-ray transform can be further generalized to the three-dimensional perspective rendering problem. Like the cone-beam
problem, one has to take into account both the perspective weighting due to the off center traversal of [x(l),y(l)_.(l)l and the
l/r 2volumetric differential term. With this in mind equation (9) can be rewritten as:

d f(x(t),y(l),z(l)) dl (13)

where d is the center to eye-point distance, c(l) is the continuous form of the weighting term introduced in Section 3.3, and
1/r2 is the same projective weighting as described above. The Vc function is the image plane for a projective (s,t,r) view from
anyarbitrary direction. The perspectiveweightingtermis necessary because the sensor/image plane resides in a Cartesian
cc,.tdinate system. Since the projective weighting term is constant with respect to s and t, it can be performed as a post
multiply on the projection Vcand is given by:

M

d /ttm__l(_)Cmf(xm,Ym,Zm)) (14)
Vc(S,t,[J)

.:.+t2+,:.-

Notice how the mathematical form of equations (12) and (14) are the same---that of a weighted sum. In particular, both sums
arebeing weighted by a projection term. This similarity means that both techniques are ideally suited for implementation on
high performance Irue three-dimensional texture rendering hardware. We will now show that the difficulty of this problem
meritshardwareacceleration.

4. COMPLEXITY

For a volume of N-cubed voxels, the order of complexity of both the Radon transform and the filtered backprojection
algorithms with linear interpolation is O(N4). This is generally true for parallel-, fan-, or cone-beam systems, except for
multiplicativefactorsthat increase withproblemcomplexity. Advances in detectortechnologyand digital acquisitionhave
been suchthat the speed of measurementhas always been greater than the capabilityof general-purposecomputers to process
the data. The computationalcomplexity of the discrete filtered backlxojeetion is sufficiently large that most CT scanners
includespecialized hardware to perform this task. Two trends are rapidly changing medical and industrial CT imaging. One is
thatincreasingl_essure to reducecosts is drivinga transition fromspecialpurposehardwareto generalpurpose "off theshelf'
hardware. The second is that technologicaladvances are increasing the quantityand qualityof the data that can be collected for
use in diagnosis.

These trendscall for a computersystem archimcun-ethat addresses data visualizationandreconstruction in a general purpose
way. This is not, however, the same as saying that the problem must be solved by a VonNeuman typeprocessor of '
sufficient SPEC-markrating. Although that may someday be possible it will be quite far in the future. Furthermore, it will
always be true that if sufficient volume is available to drive economics, a dedicated processorwill outperform and/or cost less
thana generalpurposeprocessorwhich can accomplish the same function.

A typicalmodern industrialCT scanner has a 2D detector with on the orderof 512x512 detectors and is capable of taking30
projections(radiographs)per second. The goal is to have the computationalspeedmatch the data acquisition speed, which for
this system is -200 Mpixels/sec. Considerthe backprojection operation only; i.e., assume that the projections are already



efficiently convolvedwith an FFF-basedprocedure.The usual reconstructedvolumehas the same numberof voxels as
detectorsin each dimension,which is 512 inourcase. To createa 512-cubedvolume, the contributionto each voxel of each
convolved projectionmust be calculatedand summed. It is this operationthatis the most costly in the reconstruction
process. For each projection,each voxers projectiononto the detectordataset must becalculated. The datamustthen be

, resampled(usuallyusing linearinterpolationfor ID or bilinear interpolationfor2D) andsummed to accumulate thetotal for
thatvoxel. For the problemabove, these operationswill need to be performed200 million times persecond. Each operation
requiresseveral machine-leveloperationsaswell as memory fetches outof a 128 Mvoxel memory.

#

Presentday CPUsarenowherenearbeing ableto attainthese performancerequirements.However, a generalpurposeimaging
andgraphicsarchitecture,which is availabletoday,can implementthese algorithmsin the one to two second range. This
type of architectureis truly generalpurpose,because itcan be used in a wide varietyof situationspermittingeconomic benefit
of the economy of scale requiredtoamortizecontinuingevolutionarydevelopmentand practicalmanufacturability.The same
architecturecanbe economically used forvisualsimulationapplicationsas well as photogrammetry,reconnaissanceimaging,
and advanceddesign. The RealityEngine2architectureis suchan architecture.Itcomprisesa large sourceimage memory
connectedto the framebufferthrougha highperformanceresamplingengine. All of thishardware is underthe directcontrol
of a geometry enginesubsystemprovidingfloatingpointcapacity of 1.2 GFLOPS.

5. IMPLEMENTATIONS

Due to the mathematical simplicityand inherentparallelismof the parallel-beamreconstructionalgorithms, fast hardware
solutions to these problemshavebeen proposedandimplemented.13-16 They can be based on systolic architectureswith fast
interconnects. Divergent-beammethodsaremorecomplex, both in computationalandcommunicationrequirements,so the
implementationmustbe done on more advancedhardware.In this section, we will describesuch hardware,fLrStby discussing
texture-mappinghardwarefor fastperspectiverendering,followedby theuseof the same hardwareforcone-beam
reconslruction. Theparallel-beamandorthographicmethodsaresimplificationsof these.

6.1 Texture-mat3ba_q_clRenderin_

Texturemapping is the process of takingan image (the texture),warpingit into the shapeof a surfacewith known weights,
mappingit onto thatsurface, andblendingit withotherassociated functions(e.g., lighting). It is used extensively and
effectively for graphicalmagic in the entertainmentindustry. However,these operationsclearlyhave applicationfor other
mathematical formulationsalso. Volume renderingis one suchapplication.

Most volume renderingalgorithmsare in one of two types: eitherbackwardsprojectingor forwardsprojecting. The
backwardsprojecting,or raytracing,approachsolves equation (14) by iteratingover eachs and t and summing along the ray.
A forwardsprojectingtechniqueloops overall values off, in back to frontorder, f'mdingthe appropriates and t into which to
sum. Ourapproachis a hybridof these two and operatesas follows:

For each voxel (xm,Ym,Zm)startingat the image plane and going some fixed distanceL,
Intersecta slicing plane at lm parallelto Vcandtrilinearlyinterpolatef
Blend (weightedsum) the texture-mappedslice into the framebuffer,vc

d

Attenuate Vcby _ s2+t2+d2

It is theblending operationthatis optimizedso effectively by fast texture-mappinghardware.The final attenuationis
necessary,as wasmentioned above, to handlethe pathlengthdifferenceforoff-centerpixels.

6.2. Texture-humbased Reconstruction

' Here againwe focuson the backprojectioncomponentof reconstruction.Initiallyconsiderthe parallel-_ reconstructionof
Section 3.2. The discreteform of backprojectionin (5) is accomplishedby smearingp back across objectspace (x,y), at an
angle 0. One way to implement this is directlyfrom (5):

t



p _- Filteredprojections
For all pixels (xi,yj)

f(xi,Yj) ,---0
For all angles On

Findin_rpolaledp
f(xi,Yj) _--f(xi,Yj) + P(Sn,On)

f(xi,Yj) *-"f(xi,Yj) * (2ft./N)

Each pixel is independently calculated from the contributionof all projections. By viewing the heart of backprojectionas a
resampling problem, one can see how to recast this process into textttre mapping. If we treat all p functions at each slice z as
a single two-dimensional texture and reverse the order of the loops in the above algorithm, the bac_jection algorithm
becomes a texture mapping around a circle rotated by Onfollowed by an accumulation.

p ,-- Filteredprojection
For all angles On

Rotate the entire projection by On
Render a texture-mappedcircle with the texture p(sn,On)
Accumulateinto the framebuffer

Scale and remmthe Accumulation

The fan beamcase is implementedusing a similartechnique. The majordifferencesare in the weightingand filtering,the
I/r2 attenuationterm,and the divergent-beamgeometry itself. It turnsoutthese differences will not adverselyaffect the
performancethe texture-mappingimplementation.This is becausewe can use thez-depth cueingto handle the 1/r2 behavior
at no extrarenderingtime cost, andbecause the triangleshapeof the fan is no harderto render than thecircle usedfor the
parallel case. Given these changes the above algorithm becomes:

p e- Vdteredprojection
For all angles/_n

Rotate the entireprojection by _n
Setupthe depth queueingfor the divergentbeam
Render a texture-maPl_ fan with the texturepflsn,]_)
Accumulateintothe frameImffer

Scale andreturn the Accumulation

The cone-beamalgorithm will have a similar form. In all cases above, both texturemappingand frame-bufferaccumulation
is hardwareacceleratedon existing state-of-the-artgraphicssystems. These new algorithms aresignificantly fasterthan
previous algorithmsas we shall see in the next section. Indeed,they rivalspecialized hardwaredesignedexplicitly to perform
these tasks.

6. RESULTS

Initialperformancestudieswere doneon2D image reconstructionsonly. A sampleproblemwas developed, andthe images
reconsm_ted on different computing platforms. All texture-mappedtiming measurements were performed on a four Raster
Manager(RM) Reality Engine2Onyx with a 150 MHz R4400 CPU made by Silicon Graphics, Inc. (SGI). Both the
reconstructionand volume rendering algorithms show a linear speed improvement with the number of RM's, so removing
half the RM's doubles the processing time. The CPU-basedalgorithm, for comparisonpurposes, was performed on an SGI
Indigo2.

Figure 3 shows the Radontransformdomain, or parallel sinogram,of the commonly used Shepp-Logan phantom17. The
angle of projection is along the vertical axis. There are 512 samplesin each of 804 rows (angles) in this sinogram,
representing 180 degrees of coverage. The resultant 512x512 reconstruction by filtered backprojection is shown in Figure 4.
This dam is firstfilteredby row, then backprojected.Only paraUel-_ backprojectionhas been implementedand tested on
the RM's at the currenttime. The filtering part of the algorithm is currently done on the main CPU, but future
implementationswill havean RM-base filterprocedure. Backprojectionwas implementedin 12-bits to take advantageof the
frame memoryconfiguration in the RM, but this causes no significant errorin the reconstruction.



Thisalgorithmhas shown roughly 600 times speed improvementover a CPU-basedfloating-pointbackprojectionalgorithm
for the same image. The time to reconstructon a workstationin floatingpoint is 20+ minutes, while theRM
implementationperformsthe same task in 2.1 seconds. An interestingside benefitof this techniqueis thatthe reconstructed
2D image is generatedin the frame-buffermemory so thatthe intermediateresultsarevisible on thescreen. The image is

, formed,projectionby projection,directlyon the display. The final image is visible at the end of the computationwithout an
additionaldisplayoperation.

For 3D volume rendering,we have implementedboth the perspectiveandorthographicvolume renderingalgorithms. These¢

algorithmscan rendera 512x512xOt 8-bit volume into a 512x512 window in 0.1 seconds. This time includesperformingthe
trilinearinterpolationimplied by the arbitraryslicing of the volumeby the samplingplane. It also includeson-the-fly
densityto RGBa color look-uptransferfunctions. Since theplanarsampling is arbitraryandoblique withrespect to the
overall volume, it is trivialto provide forarbitraryhalf-planeslicing as seen in Figure5. When coupled with arbitrary
hardwareclipping planes, as providedby the graphicshardware,it is possible to do both volume renderingand slicing at the
sametime with no performancedegradation. The Reality Engine2supports upto six concurrentarbitraryclipping planes(in
additionto the six viewing frustumclipping planes).

Thenext steps in ourdevelopmentwill involve the fan-beamand the full three-dimensionalreconstructionproblems,and the
incorporationof iterafiveprocedures. With our currentexperienceand preliminarytesting, the fanbeam case shows similar
speedenhancements. Since Feldkamp'scone-beamalgorithm is merely an extension of the 2D case, we expect to see the
samelevel of performanceincreaseoveruniprocessorimplementations. Othermoreaccuratecone-beam methodssuch as
Grange,at's,will also be greatlyenhanced.

7. DISCUSSION

Moderntexture-mappinghardwarehascapabilitiesfar beyondthe graphicsandrenderingfunctionsfor which it was originally
intended. The image reconstructionprobleminCT is one thatmapsdirectlyonto the hardwarewitha dramaticspeed
improvement--around threeordersof magnitudeovera current(unip_r) woflcstationimplementations. While hardware
backlxojectorsareusuallydesigned for this purpose,we haveshown thata well-designedgraphicsprocessef with texture-
mappinghardwarecan producesimilarspeed increaseswithout the difficultiesof a hardwiredor special-purposedesign. The
factthatthe same processor is then usedfor 3D volumerenderingof the reconstructedvolume makesthis solution especially
attractive.

Therearemanyothervolume-proce_ing algorithmsthatcould benefit from the architecturethat was developedfor texture
mapping,and we intendto explore some of these in the future. Theseinclude backpropagationfordiffractiontomography18
anddomainiterafivereconstructionfor limited-damtomography3. A domainiterativeapproachiteratesovera cycle of the
forwardand inverse Radon transform,applyingconstraintsin each domain, to convergeon an optimalsolution. Itis not
commonlyused _ of the largecomputationaldemandscausedby such techniques. However,since both theforwardand
inversesteps canbe acceleratedwith a single piece of hardware,suchdomain-iterativesolutions now becomepractical.
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; I Figure 3. Parallel sinogram, or Radon transform, of the Shepp-Logan phantom. There are 512 line-integral samples in the
horizontal direction for each of 804 projection angles in the vertical direction (180 degrees of rotation).



Figure4. Reconstructionof the Shepp-Loganphantomontoa 512 by 512 gridusing texture-mappinghardware.

Figure5. Volume-renderedCT data with half-planeslicing at o_ location.
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